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Umbria == Umbria is a Region of 900,000 inhabitants in
central Italy, and Terni and Perugia are its provinces. Perugia is the
capital of Umbria and is the largest of the two provinces which
dominants the Tiber river. The griffin is the city’s symbol and it can
be found from statues to buildings all around the city of Perugia.

Quality Living Students is a guide book

Stranieri and I know the difficulties that

created and designed to help all English

foreign students come cross while living in

speaking students from all around the

Perugia. I hope my guide book gives you a

world study abroad in Perugia a whole

better understanding of the living system in

lot easier. The guide book Quality Living

Perugia. Feel free to email or call directly

Students was put together by Exodus

for any questions you may have regarding

Nicholas an American student from the

Perugia and if I am able to assist you I will.

University of City College/Cuny and also

My information you may find on the last

a prior scholar recipient of the Gilman

page of my guide book.

International Scholarship. I live in Perugia
and I am a student at the Università per
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HISTORY OF PERUGIA

HISTORY
OF PERUGIA
Perugia is one of Italy’s oldest cities of

territory was often over thrown by other

art and it is surely a beautiful sight to

barbarian tribes who occupied their

behold as it sits upon the hills in central

villages and towns at different time

Umbria. Its magnificent landscape engulfs

periods causing the citizens of Perugia

you all around making every view you see

to flee into the hills of the ancient lands

breath taking. Here in Perugia you can find

which over the centuries has become very

walls, buildings & monuments built by the

much established by the once lived noble

Etruscans dating back to the medieval &

families. During the last two years of the

pre historical ages; however, Perugia has a empire the spread of Christianity expanded
very modern and international outlook due

beyond the city walls. The movement was

to the heavy incoming traffic of Foreigners

ignited by the Via Flaminia and the Amerina

to the universities, but please keep in mind

and other groups bringing about a new

the mentality of the city is very traditional.

Christian movement. This brought about
the emerging of many saints; such as

Perugia was first a settlement of the

Benedictine Monasticism during the fourth

Umbrian dating back to the 9th century

century and Franciscan during the 12th

B.C. until it was past under the rule of

century soon the empire became free city

the Etruscans and became one of the

states bringing about urban planning and

most important cities in the Upper Tiber

architect such as Dei Priori and Fontana

Valley. The Etruscan Perugia city walls

Maggiore. Perugia’s prestigious university

and the Etruscan arch and San Manno and

was also founded during this time.

Volumni Hypogea bear the beautiful art of

The 14th century was characterized by

the Etruscan era. In the 1st century B.C it

violent struggles between the Papacy

was conquered by the Romans who which

and the Empire for the supremacy over

gained its ruling position over Perugia. The

the territory. Under the government of

Roman’s influence on the territory began

Crypto-lordship of the Baglioni dynasty

in the third century BC followed by two

Umbrian felt under the Papal rule in 1540.

principal channels: the waterways and the

The Rocca Paolina ordered by the Pope

roads such as the Tiber and the Nera and

Paolo III became a symbol of the Papal

Via Flaminia. During the civil war between

power placing complete authority over the

Mark Antony and Octavian Perugia suffered

city, and marking the towns defeat during

much damage, but was later restored and

the salt war. In1859 the people revolted

its name was changed to Augusta Perusia.

against the Pope’s army which led to the

After the fall by the Roman Empire the

partial destruction of the Rocca Paolina.
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ITALY FAST FACTS

ITALY FAST FACTS

AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPENDITURE BY HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND ITEM
2009, percentage composition of total expenditure

Food

Clothing House

Transport Leisure
time

Others

Monthly
average

Single person under35

16.6

6.7

37.5

15.6

5.3

18.3

1,817

Single person 35 to 64

15.6

5.5

42.0

15.5

4.7

16.7

2,005

Couple without children with r.p. under 35 14.4

7.1

35.2

20.0

5.0

18.4

2,648

Couple without children with r.p. 35-64

17.2

5.8

38.3

17.9

4.6

16.3

2,671

Couple with 1 child

18.3

6.3

37.2

16.9

5.5

15.8

2,966

Single parent

18.8

5.7

38.8

15.6

6.0

15.1

2,381

Resource: www.istat.it
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ITALY FAST FACTS

Foreign resident population by sex, province and region as of 1 January 2010
(number and% variation base on the previous year)
ISTAT 2011 Table A.1 page 13
Provinces
and Regions

M

F

MF

Var.% MF in 2009

Perugia

33.801

38.828

72.629

7,9

Umbria

42.907

50.336

93.243

8,5

resident population by province and region as of January 1st 2010 ISTAT 2011 Table A.2 page 14
Provinces
and Regions

% Resident
population

% Of foreign
% Females
births/total born

% Minorities

Foreigners born
in Italy

Perugia

10,9

18,2

53,5

22,3

12,8

Umbria

10,4

18,0

54,0

21,6

12,3

belonging to one of the 12 largest communities, by region, January 1, 2010
(citizens and broken down by region)
ISTAT 2011 Table A.4 page 16
Romania

Albania

Morocco

India

Peru

Poland

Region

22.132

16.418

9.844

1.569

4.379

1.469

Umbria

Moldova

Tunisia

China

Ukraine

Philippines

Macedonia

2.929

2.493

1.618

4.519

1.090

1.864

Percentage breakdown by region	

Total of
Resident
Foreigners
93.243

ISTAT 2011 Table A.4 page 16

Romania

Albania

Morocco

India

Peru

Poland

Region

2,5

3,5

2,3

0,8

2,5

1,2

Umbria

Moldova

Tunisia

China

Ukraine

Philippines

Macedonia

2,8

2,4

1,6

4,9

1,2

2,1

Total of
Resident
Foreigners
2,2

Communication & publishing Department

Phone: +39 06 4673 2244-2243
Data Communications Center

Phone: +39 06 4673 3105
Further Information
Demographic Indicators Service:

Mr. Mauro Albani
Phone: +39 06 4673.7215
Mr.Domenico Gabrielli
Phone: +39 064673.7334
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HOW TO GET TO PERUGIA

How to get to
Perugia
By car:
From the North

higher than when purchase in person at the
• Milan

train station. True or false?

Motorway “Del Sole” (A1), Firenze-Roma,
exit Valdichiana - connecting road Bettolle-

• Florence

By plane:

• Perugia

Perugia - Highway E45 Cesena-Orte exit

PERUGIA

Perugia.

One can arrive directly into Perugia’s local

From the South

airport >San’t.Egidio<

Motorway “del Sole” (A1), Roma-Firenze,

Which is about 12 km from the city. The

exit Orte - Highway E45 Orte-Cesena exit

airport is newly renovated and beautiful, I know

Perugia.

because I live 10 minutes away from it ;).

Perugia is also accessible from other parts

Aeroporto Sant' Egidio

of Italy by car on the highway.

Tel: (+39) 075 59 21 41

Approximate time from Milan to Perugia:

Web: www.airport.umbria.it

5 hours

ROME

Approximate time from Rome to Perugia:

One can arrive in Rome to the

2 ½ hours

>International Airport Leonardo da Vinci<

Rome •
Naples •

Approximate time from Florence to Perugia: Fiumicino (km180) (most used). If you are
2 hour

flying into Rome it will take you

Approximate time from Orvieto to Perugia:

two and a half hours by train or bus to

1 hour

arrive to Perugia. It is possible to take a
coach directly to Perugia.
By train:

Daily Coach connections between Fiumicino

You can take the train (Trenitalia) from

and Perugia

Rome termini station going to Perugia.

ACAP-SULGA coach line

You will need to check the timetable

Tel: (+39) 075 500 9641

screen to know what track (binario) your

Fax: (+39) 075 505 3733

train will arrive on. Most likely you will

Web: www.sulga.it

make a transfer stop either at Terontola or
Foligno before arriving to Perugia. You may

		 By Bus:

also take the eurostar which is fast and

Buses from Rome Fumicino Airport departs

sometimes direct. You may purchase your

from the lower level parking area at regular

train tickets on line at www.trenitalia.com.

intervals. you can check on line for the bus

Heard through the grapevine

schedule @

Prices online at trenitalia are sometimes

www.sulga.it <> www.apmperugia.it
no. 02 | Quality Living STUDENTS
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GETTING AROUND IN PERUGIA

GETTING AROUND
IN PERUGIA
There is much to do and to see in Perugia,

a deal to live 30-40 minutes away out of

and finding one’s way around can seem

the center. Most Americans travel “cross

daunting at first, because of the narrow

town, uptown, down town, and round town,

and winding streets, and low archways, Yep

with buses, trains and taxi and we manage

that’s Perugia with its many steep hills, and

it without a problem. I recommend you the

believe me it’s an exercise; there is no need

number 1# advice given to millions, which

to look for a gym. The bumpy stoned roads

is to “always be careful no matter what city

are tuff on heels so you might want to wear

you dwell in”. I chose to live outside of the

some type of comfortable flats, but for

center which gave me a little of the city life

the rest of you who are dedicated to your

and some of the country life because being

stilettos and sexy heels you will definitely

too much in the same place everyday can

find females like me still working it out on

drive a city girl like me up the wall.

the stony runway of Perugia. It is very hard

Buses

to get lost in Perugia for all the narrow

The cost of a bus ticket is 1 euro for 70

streets pretty much connects at one point

minutes (please hold on to your ticket)

Visit
www.apmperugia.it

or another. When you arrive to the University for you will need it again when you arrive
of Perugia you will be given a map. There is

to your destination stop. A 10 ride trip

also a tourist map attached to the back of

lowers the price. Tickets and maps can

this book (The map is identical to the one

be found at local newsstands (Edicola),

given at the information point).

cigarette shops (Tabaccaio), or at the APM
(bus service) which has a map of all the

HOW TO GET AROUND IN THE AREA

bus routes. Please also check online @

Cabs, trains and buses are not necessary

www.apmperugia.it for all bus schedules.

to get around in the historic center. It really Main bus connections are at Piazza Italia,
is that small! (like really small) especially if

Piazza Partigiani, Piazza Grimana (near

you are from the United States, however

the Universita per Stranieri), and Piazza

there are public buses to and from Perugia

Morlacchi or Cavallotti.

making all local stops. If you are 25 to

MiniMetrò

40mins away from the center you will need

The MiniMetro railway system is located

the Pullman(bus) or the mini metro (the

at the Stazione Pincetto near the Mercato

Mini Metro is like a tram which takes you

Coperto(open market) in the center also

across town). Please Note: Don’t wreck

close to the information center for tourists.

yourself paying double to live in the center

The MiniMetro line takes you to the station

or near the University it is not that big of

(Fontivegge) and the Stazione (Cortonese)

8
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GETTING AROUND IN PERUGIA

la Questura, and Pian di Massiano. The

whether it be an international driver’s

ticket costs 1.50 euro and is good for

license or a regular driver’s license. After

70minutes. You may buy your tickets at the one year you must apply for an Italian
ticket electronic machines which are pretty

license under the Italian laws. As of 2011

much similar to the MTA machines found in

written exams in English to receive a

the subway stations of NYC.The Minimetro

driver’s license are no longer applicable.

runs every 5minutes and the schedule is

All exams are now given only in Italian. In

from 7am to 9:20pm, but on Sundays and

New York a driver’s manual can be about

holidays from 8:30am to 8:30pm.

40 pages on average with a few street

Please check online for more info @

signs to study, but here in Italy a driver’s

www.minimetrospa.it

manual is about 250 pages with about 200

Vocabulary

street signs to study. (Che Pizza > what

> Excuse me where can I find the MiniMetro?

a headache). I must also inform you that

Mi scusi dove posso trovare il

95% percent of cars that are driven here in

MiniMetro?

Italy are (manual gears stick shift), however

> Does this bus/train stop at…..?
Questo pullman/treno ferma a …?
> Track
binario
> Ticket
biglietto
> Sunday and public holidays
Domenica e Festivi

there are few cars that are automatic gear
such as the SMART car. Please check our
website for information on where to go for
car rentals.
www.qualitylivingstudents.com
Wisdom
You are a foreigner which in many countries
means that you don’t know very much

Taxi

about how the system works. Here is some

Before getting in any taxi make certain

solid and helpful advice to you when in

that it is a legitimate taxi (they should have

situations where a payment must be made.

a sign on top, and a name and id number

Instead of asking, “Excuse me, what’s the

for Example: “Roma 31, and also a visible

price”? Or “How much is this”?” “Rephrase

taximeter in the car. Taxis are easy to find

your question instead and say “This should

and most of them are in Corso Vanucci, Via cost about € _____” “Am I correct”? Or “I
Fani or right across from the information

was told the price is usually €_____.” “Is

center in Via Matteotti.

this correct”? This will show that you have

Taxis are 24 hours and can be reached at

somewhat idea of the standard price norm

<> www.radiotaxiperugia.it

within that country and will lower the risk of

Car rentals

being scandal.

Renting a car in Perugia is not difficult

Info

it’s driving in Perugia that’s difficult. As

•

Please check online @

a foreigner driving in Italy you may use

www.qualitylivingstudents.com or The

your home country license up to one year

little Blue book for info on Extra-Urban
no. 02 | Quality Living STUDENTS
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GETTING AROUND IN PERUGIA

Transport (Trains) and for the Umbria

dangerous Please have your flight

railway map and Planes to local

arrive at an early hour for your

attractions
•

Please book a flight that will have you

safety. www.trenitalia.com
•

arrive to Rome before 5:30pm it will

when you get on the bus in the yellow

save you the hassle of wondering if
you will catch the last train or bus

Remember to validate your ticket
ticket box to prevent a fine

•

If you plan to travel extensively by

in time to get to Perugia and more

train within Italy, you should invest in

importantly FEMALES beware. Train/

a “Carta Verde,” sold at the local train

bus stations in Rome can be very

Visit
www.radiotaxiperugia.it

station or the student travel agency
•

Be careful with booking early flights
and relying on the bus and trains
to get you to Rome Termini station
on time. Check the bus and train
schedule before booking your flight
and keep in mind possible situations
such as traffic or delays which
sometimes is inevitable.

10
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MUST TO SEE WHILE IN PERUGIA

MUST TO SEE WHILE
IN PERUGIA
Sometimes visitors don’t have enough time

cistern, and then later used to collect water

to see all the beautiful sightseeing within a

from the underground springs. Built in the

country. When my Italian friends came to

3rd century B.C.

visit me in New York for three days it was
just impossible to see everything because

PORTA SANT’ANGELO

there was just too much to visit, but I made
sure that they had at least a chance to

SALA DEI NOTARI (HALL OF NOTARIES)

visit the major things like the Empire State

Magnificent hall supported by eight large

Building and so forth. Here below are some arches, originally used for the people’s
must to see places to visit while in Perugia, assemblies during the free commune, in
1582 it became seat of the powerful” Arte
PORTA SOLE

dei Notai association.

ARCO DEI GIGLI (ARCH OF LILIES)

FONTANA MAGGIORE

One of the five major gates in the Etruscan

One of the most important examples

walls, it faces north-east.

of medieval Italian sculpture built to

Hall of Notaries

commemorate the completion of the new
MONUMENTAL CEMETERY

aqueduct between 1278 and 1280 by

Inaugurated in 1849 by Bishop Pecci,

Nicola and Giovanni Pisano.

the future Pope Leo XIII, it houses funeral
monuments in styles that range from the

13th CENTURY ACQUEDUCT

classic to liberty.

Five kilometers long, it was built in the 13th

Museums are usually
close on Mondays with
the exception of the
archeological museum

century to bring water from Monte Pacciano
FORTRESS OF PORTA SOLE (RUINS)

to the Fontana Maggiore.

A mighty military structure commissioned
by the Abbot of monmaggiore and built by

TEMPLE OF SANT’ANGELO

Matteo di Gattapone in 1373. You can see

The oldest church in the town, it was built in

the most interesting authentic views of this

the 5th –6th century.

town from the district of Porta Sant’Angelo
and Monteluce.

PALAZZO GALLENGA STUART
Formerly Antinori, donated to the Municipality

ETRUSCAN WELL

of Perugia in 1931 and now the seat of

A must to see 37 meters deep and

the University for Foreigners, it was built

5.60wide, it was probably first devised as a between 1740 and 1758 by Pietro Carattol.
no. 02 | Quality Living STUDENTS
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PLACES OF CULTURAL INTEREST

PORTA SANTA SUSANNA

THE ESCALATORS
This mechanized pedestrian path was

NATIONAL GALLERY OF UMBRIA

created in 1983 by the Municipality of

The gallery house the most complete

Perugia, in order to offer an innovative

collection of Umbrian artworks dating to

system for accessing the acropolis without

between the 13th and 19th centuries,

using cars.

most of which came from ecclesiastical
properties.

CHURCH OF SANTI BIAGIO E SAVINO
One of the ancient oratory dating back

CHURCH OF SAN FRANCESCO AL PRATO to 1036. It became a parish church after
Attached to the convent by the same name,

the demolition of the San Savino and San

the church was erected in the mid13th

Cataldo churches for the construction of the

century in the place of the earlier chapel of

adjacent Rocca Paolina.

Santa Susanna, which has given its name to
the entire district.

PORTA SAN PIETRO

ETRUSCAN WALLS VIA DEL POGGIO

ARCH OF SANT’ERCOLANO

This is a preserved section of the ancient

This is one of the seven gates set in the

Etruscan walls (3rd century B.C), between

ancient Etruscan walls( 13th century.B.C)

the Porta Trasimena gate on the right and

it faces south –west and is also known as

until the Arco di Augusto on the left ( also

Cornea, Berarada or dei Comitali. It has

seen in Via Cesare Batttisti and Via del

preserved its original structure. At the top

Verzaro) from here you can see a fantastic

is a lion sculpted in the early 13th cent. The

view of Piazza San Francesco below.

street was fitted with a stairway in 1581.

PORTA EBURNEA

National Gallery
of Umbria

BASILICA OF SAN DOMENICO
Perugia’s as well as Umbrian’s largest

COLLEGIO DEL CAMBIO

church (96 m long, 30 m wide between the

Between 1452 and 1457, this wing

naves and 60m in the transept, 30 m high),

of Palazzo dei Priori was given to the

it was built in two phases between 1304 and

Moneychangers’ Guild. Pietro Vannucci,

1458.

better known as the Perugino, frescoed
the Sala dell’Udienza (Audience Chamber)
one of Perugia’s most famous Renaissance
monuments.
TEATRO DEL PAVONE
One of the three major theatres of Perugia
built between 1717 and 1723.

12
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View of the basilica of San Domenico and the church
tower of San Pietro
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PLACES OF CULTURAL INTEREST

NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGY MUSEUM

THE MUSEUM AT PALAZZO DELLA PENNA

Housed since 1948 in the former convent of The museum hosts of the Valentino Martinelli
San Domenico, the museum was stared with Collection that includes donations by the
the collection of artifacts from the Perugia

Rome-born art historian(1923-99) , such as

areas and from Umbria in general, as well as paintings, sculptures and graphics from the
with the donation of the original Friggeri and

Baroque and the late Baroque period.

Bellucci collection.
PIAZZA ITALIA
CHURCH OF SAN PIETRO

Symbol of post-unification Perugia it was

The original basilica floor plan is still visible

established in the late 19th century in the

in the three naves, divided by 18 grey

area created after the demolition of the Rocca

marble and granite columns surmounted by

Paolina. The adjacent Carducci Gardens has

ionic capitals. The material used is derived

a lovely view that inspired Giosue’ Carducci,

from ancient Roman remains, except for the

the famous Italian poet, his ode in the Canto

Corynthian style Renaissance capitals of the

dell’Amore during one of his visits in 1877.

Gerardo Dottori at
Palazzo della Penna

last two columns.
PERUGIA HISTORY MUSEUM
ROCCA PAOLINA (The city

Inaugurated in 1997 to commemorate the

underground)

90th anniversary of Perugina, the museum

The powerful fort was commissioned by

is divided into four sections. It illustrates the

Paul III Farnese at the end of the ‘Salt war’

history of Italian culture and society as well

(1540). Based on the design by Antonio da

as a fascinating tour through the world of

Sangallo il Giovane (1540-1543).

the chocolate factory.

Rocca Paolina

no. 02 | Quality Living STUDENTS
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PERUGIA CALENDAR EVENTS

PERUGIA
CALENDAR EVENTS
January 29TH

includes all genres of animated images.

FEAST OF SAN COSTANZO

www.tieffeu.com

Tradition, art, culture, and spirituality for
the feast of San Costanzo, one of the

September

patron saints of Perugia, martyred on the

SAGRA MUSICALE UMBRA

29th of January

Founded in 1937, this is one of the
oldest musical festivals in Italy. A regional

July

event, involving many towns around

UMBRIA JAZZ

Umbria, it offers an excellent selection of

International Jazz Festival

religious symphonic and choir music. The

Founded in 1973, this is one of the most

festival is also dedicated to modern and

important jazz events in Europe. The

contemporary productions, as well as to

festival features a packed program of

popular music. Choirs and vocal groups

concerts by the biggest stars of jazz, for

also participate in the festival. www.

ten days animating the streets of the town

perugiamusicalclassica.com

from morning to night. At the same time
the “Umbria jazz clinics “are held by the

September

prestigious” Berklee School” of Boston.

Perugia Classico

www.umbriajazz.com

Historic centre - Rocca Paolina
One of the most important exhibitions

July 30th

of fine acoustic musical instruments in

SECOLARE FESTA DEL SANTO

Italy. In the magnificent rooms of Rocca

ANELLO DELLA VERGINE
Cathedral of San Lorenzo
The rich reliquary that holds the Madonna’s
wedding ring is brought out and shown to
devout crowds of worshippers.
End of August- early September
INTERNATIONAL SHOW OF
ANIMATED IMAGES
Considered one of the most important
festivals of its kind in Europe, attracting
companies from all over the world, it

14
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Eurochocolate

www.qualitylivingstudents.com

Umbria Jazz Concert

Paolina, visitors can admire the fine

Secolare Fiera dei morti

crafted instruments. The exhibition, which

(Feast of All Souls)

also features seminars and educational

(Previously Ognissanti or dei Santi)

activities, presents concerts and master

Pian di Massiano

classes by world famous musicians in

www.comune.perugia.it

different venues and theatres around the
historic centre.

November to December
Batik - Perugia Film Festival

October

Rocca Paolina, Teatro Morlacchi, Teatro

EUROCHOCOLATE

Sant’Angelo

International chocolate Festival

A festival featuring films from over seventy

Festival dedicated to lovers of the “food

countries, with film shows and meeting with

of the gods" each year the festival

directors.

transforms the historic centre of Perugia

www.microcinema.it

into one big lively chocolate factory, with
non-stop lessons for amateurs and semi-

December

professionals chocolate tasting, exhibitions

Natale in…

and seminars. A unique festival full of

Rocca Paolina and other venues around the

variety starring the most celebrated brands town host a trade fair presenting Christmas
of Italian and foreign chocolate.

arts, crafts and traditional foods.

www.eurochocolate.perugia.it
First Sunday of each month
November

Umbria Terra Viva

UMBRIA LIBRI

Piazza Piccinino

Rocca Paolina, ex Borsa Merci;

Monthly market of organic and natural

Umbria book fair. This is an important

products

appointment on the region’s cultural
scenario. New publications, meetings with

Last Saturday and Sunday of each month

authors, debates, and seminars with Italian, National Antique and Collector’s
international writers, philosophers and

trade fair

intellectuals.

Rocca Paolina, Giardini Carducci, Loggia

www.umbrialibri.com

del Palazzo della Provincia
Monthly market with furniture, knick knacks

1-5 november

and curios.
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"SAGRE" & FESTIVALS CALENDAR 2012

"SAGRE" & festivals
calendar 2012
Festa

Location

Date

Festa di San Pietro Martire

Lidarno

April

Primavera a Sant'Enea

Sant'Enea

April

Festa dei Santi Patroni

Ramazzano

May

Festa del Prosciutto Casareccio

Pianello

May

Festival ARCI

Casa del Diavolo

June

La Felciniana

Ponte Felcino

June

Sagra della lumaca (snails)

Lacugnano

June

Festa di Sant'Orfeto

Perugia San Marco

June

Palio Arnense

Ripa

June

Sagra dell'ortolano

Balanzano

June

Sagra degli Gnocchi

Case Nuove di Ponte
della Pietra

June

Pontepattolissima

Ponte Pattoli

June

Incontriamoci a mugnano

Mugnano

June

Piccione in festa

Piccione

June

Festa dello sport

Ponte Valleceppi

June

Festa Pilese della Torta al testo
e dei vini doc dei colli Perugini

Pila

July

Contriamoci a mugnano

Mugnano

July

Piccione in festa

Piccione

July

Festa dello sport

Ponte Valleceppi

July

Sagra a Collestrada

Collestrada

July

Sagra del Belvedere e del buonmangiare

San fortunato della
Collina

July

Sagra della Granocchia

Capanne

July

Sagra del Tartufo

Ripa

July

Sagra della Boscaiola

Bosco

July

Festa dell’antica Fiera Di S. Martino

S. Martino in Colle

August

Diavoli in festa

Casa Del Diavolo

August

Sagra del Crostone e corsa del gallo

Strozzacappoini

August

Festa degli Sports

Piccione

August

Aree Verdi in Festa

Ponte Rio

August

C'era una Volta

Montepetriolo

August

Partito Democratico in Festa

Resina

August

16
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Sagra della torta al Testo

S. Egidio

August

Festa della Madonna Assunta in Cielo

Collestrada

August

Sagra del Fungo (mushroom)

Pianello

August

Sagra della Rucola

S.Andrea d’Agliano

August

Sagra dello Gnocco Fritto

Pilonico Materno

August

Sagra dello Spaghetto

S. Lucia

August

Settimana Ponteggiana

Ponte San Giovanni

August

Petinius2000

Villa Pitignano

August

Festa provinciale del Pensionato

Ponte Vallecepppi

August

Festa Campane - Festival Dialetto
Perugino

Civitella d'Arna

August

Festa della Scartocciatura

S. Martino in campo

September

Festa della colombella - Sagra degli
asparagi

Colombella

September

Festa umbricelli e sport

Capanne

September

Festa democratica

Pian di Massiano

September

Rassegna delle sagre

S. Sisto

September

Festa della caniola

Pretola

October

Sagra olio nuovo e vino novello

Ponte Valleceppi

November

Festa san martino del Falo'

S. Martino in Colle

November

Festa del vino e delle castagne

S. Martino in Colle

November
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EATING IN PERUGIA

EATING IN PERUGIA
Eating in Perugia depends “DEPENDS. ON

option for me. I must shop at several

WHAT? …ON HOW MUCH YOU HAVE IN

stores in Perugia to buy what I want.

YOUR POCKET TO SPEND :)” Yes prices

Example:

can range from expensive to outrageous

A stop to Collestrada for my American

or from on average to ridiculously cheap.

barbeque sauce, A1 sauce, Heinz’s ketchup,

Most people think that because you are in

or sweet and sour sauce.…..

Italy that every place you go will serve you

A stop to the Chinese market down by the

great typical Italian food (ha-ha) umm... not

station (there is also one at Via Fabretti 67),

actually true...

for sweet plantains or eddoes potatoes, and

Where can I find the best italian food

for any Chinese ingredients you need.

The best Italian food is eaten in the homes of A stop to the African market located down
Italian families, and this is the absolute truth.

by the station for sweet yams, cassava, and

Shopping for food

more.

Grocery shopping can cost you an arm and

A stop to the organic store at Via della

a leg here in Italy so please ask around

Valtiera 293 (Ponte San Giovanni), for beets,

where to go. Most students shop at La Coop pumpkins, grains, wheat grass, and other

In center
By walk or bus

at Piazza Giacomo Matteotti because it is in

organic products.

the center and close by but the prices are

A stop to the herbal store on Corso Cavour

By Minimetro

a bit higher in comparison to other markets

to buy herbal teas.

You need a car

outside of the center.

A stop to the Bangladesh at Via dei Priori for

Another is Todis which is about a 10 mins

your spices, curry and flavors

walk out of the center to Via della Pallota

A stop in Rome for one of America’s most

where the prices are more reasonable.

loved ice cream>>>>>>>>> Häagen-Dazs

There are also the big malls: EMISFERO and

A Stop <> hopefully home...to eat… ahahah!

COLLESTRADA where you can find a much

Cafeteria

larger selection of everything ranging from all There is also Mensa (a cafeteria) where
categories, but you will need transportation

students go to eat. The food is good and

to get there. Please check The Blue Book for you pay 4euro every time you check out at
more food Markets to shop.

the cashier for your meal that’s if you don’t

Culture food shopping

take extra side orders which will cost you

I Love Italian food but I also love

more. However you will have to apply for a

Caribbean, Brazilian, Japanese, Soul

card at Via Benedetta 14. Students at the

food and many other cuisines. Grocery

Università per Stranieri may also apply. The

shopping from just 1 market is not an

card is activated on the same day.

18
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Name

Cuisine

Price range

Days closed

PIZZERIE - Our recoMmended list
MEDITERRANEA
Via Marconi, 11
Tel. 075 5724021
or Piazza Piccinino, 11
Tel. 075 5721322

National cuisine, Umbrian
cuisine, vegetarian cuisine,
Pizza

€8-10

Open everyday

Napoletana Pizzeria

€12

Open everyday

Napoletana
speciality fish

€12

Mondays closed

CAPRI
C. Cavour, 28
Tel. 075 5731880
POMPEI
Borgo XX Giugno, 14
Tel. 075 5727931

THE TOP OF THE CHART RESTAURANTS
AL MANGIAR BENE
Via della Luna, 21
Tel. 075 5731047

almangiarbene@hotmail.it

Umbrian cuisine,
Vegetarian cuisine, Pizza

€20

Sundays closed

Local produced cuisine and
national plus wine cellar

€25

Closed on Sundays &
Mondays for lunch

€40

Closed on Wednesdays
& Thursdays for lunch

BOTTEGA DEL VINO
Via del Sole, 1
Tel. e fax 075 5716181

COLLINS (Hotel Brufani Palace)
Piazza Italia, 12
Tel 075 5732541

reservationsbru@sinahotels.com

International cuisine,
Umbrian cuisine, Meat
specialities

DEGUSTIBUS CUCINA UMBRA E WINE BAR
Via Pontevecchio, 66
Ponte S. Giovanni

Umbrian cuisine
and wine bar

€18

Umbrian cuisine and menu
with cocoa

€22

Mondays closed

Local and national cuisine

€22

Open everyday

Typical foods of Umbria

€25

Closed on Sundays

Specialty in meat and fish
also vegetarian

€35

Closed on Mondays
and closed for lunch

International cuisine
specialty fish

€28

Closed Sundays

ETRUSCAN CHOCOHOTEL
Via Campo di Marte, 134
Tel. 075 5837314
IL SANGALLO
Via L Masi, 13
Tel. 075 5730202
L'OSTERIA DEL BOSCO
Strada Tiberina Nord, 131
Loc. Bosco
OSTERIA DEL GAMBERO
Via Baldeschi, 17
Tel. 075 5735461
IL PADRINO
Via Baldeschi 5
Tel. 075 5725611
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Name

Cuisine

Price range

Days closed

Umbrian cuisine local
cuisine + wine bar

€25

Closed on Mondays
for lunch

National cuisine, Umbrian
cuisine, vegetarian cuisine
Pizza

€20

Mondays Closed

National cuisine, Aperitifs,
Café, Cocktail bar, after
dinner

€30

Closed on Monday

Sushi, Wine bar, Pizza
Cooking courses

€20-40

Open every day

ENONE’
Corso Cavour, 61
Tel. 075 5721950
info@enone.it
FERRARI
Via Scura, 1 (trav. C. Vannucci)
Tel. e fax 075 5722966
Info@lunabarferrari.it

RISTORANTE DEL SOLE
Via della Rupe, 1
Tel. 075 5735031

ristorante@ristorantesole.com

GUS
Via Mazzini, 6
Tel. 075 5734365

PLACES HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR
THE NEW YORK/ITALY STATE OF MINDS
LOOKING FOR A SEX AND THE CITY ATMOSPHERE OR RATHER SHOULD WE CALL IT SEX AND THE
COUNTRY FOR WE ARE IN PERUGIA ;) > for those of you familiar with this American television series
know that this life styles tackles relevant and modern social realities in New York City and the pursuit of
individualism over common and collective interests. The show also emphasizes the great extravagant
fabulous places my city has to offer when beautiful people dine out. Living in Perugia for four years didn’t mean I stopped considering my New York style of living which for me just meant I needed to find the
right atmosphere and intellectual social crowd; Places that presented a fabulous decoy and excellent
service. My life style habits and Living life to the fullest is very detrimental while sojourning in anyone’s
country be it foreigner or not.
> SHALL WE START WITH OUR COFFEE /TEA BREAKS<?

COFFEE/TEA BREAK
COFFEE/TEA time is very important and must be used wisely if we plan to start the day right. My herbal
teas are a must but I drink only Cappuccino or American coffee in the morning. American coffee here
in Italy is made by adding extra hot water to a cup of espresso which is given in a bigger cup. Most of
us call it Acqua sporca (dirty water) and I do drink it along with other Americans and some Italians. Hey!
I am not ready to replace a tall cup of coffee with a tiny cup of espresso in this generation and Star
Bucks drinkers will agree.
20
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Name

Description

Days closed

PROFESSIONALS!

Closed on Tuesday

HOW I DO ENJOY!

Open everyday

UMM UMM GOOD!

Open everyday

WHAT DON’T YOU HAVE!

Open everyday

SWEET!

Open everyday

CAFÉ MODA
Via Alessandro Manzoni, 373
Ponte San Giovanni
Tel. 075 5997176
YOU GRIFO
Piazza Matteotti, 24
Tel. 075 5732492
GUS
Via Mazzini, 6
Tel. 075 5734365
IL CAFFÉ DI ROMA
Piazza Matteotti 32
ButterfLy bar
Piazza Matteotti

HAPPY HOUR
My happy hour is as vital to me as the shiny heels of a fabulous pair of shoes shone through a sax 5th
avenue window in the city of New York. I can work from 9 to 5pm, hell I can even do overtime, but don’t
interfere with my happy hour time.
CAFÉ DI PERUGIA
Via Mazzini, 10/14
Tel. 075 5731863

FABULOUS!

Closed on Tuesdays

VIBING!

Closed on Tuesdays

THE SPOT!

Open everyday

CLASSY.

Open everyday

COOL!

Closed on Mondays
nights during the winter

MODA CAFÉ
Via Alessandro Manzoni, 373
Ponte San Giovanni
Tel. 075 5997176
LUNABAR FERRARI
Via Scura, 1 (trav. C. Vannucci)
Tel. 075 5722966
Hotel Brufani Palace
Piazza Italia,12
Tel. 075 5732541
Gingillo LOUNGE CAFè
Str. Perugia - San Marco 81/A
Tel. 075 41442 - 339 7943352

HANDMADE CAFè BAR - PASTICCERIA RISTORANTE
Via G.B. Pontani, 41 (Raccordo
A1 Uscita Madonna Alta)
Tel. e Fax 075 3722741

ELEGANT!
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FOR LUNCH
Whether business luncheon or brunch with an associate or just lunch with my career friends every
detail counts about the place I choose to eat in. I DON’T HAVE TO BE the QUEEN OF ENGLAND TO
DEMAND THE BEST I JUST NEED TO FEEL LIKE I DESERVE IT...
Name

Description

Price range

Nana’s makes you feel like you are in the house
of the Queen of London. The art works of this
restaurant is just gorgeous. Great place to conduct
business lunches or even network over a glass of
wine. If you are a tourist you will have a wonderful
experience. The food is excellent and the service is
first class, and you deserve nothing less. Specialty
fish & meat. Tourist recommended.

€25

NANA’S RESTAURANT

Corso Cavour, 202
Tel. 075 5733571

ANTICA TRATTORIA DELLE VOLTE

Piazza Dante, 19/a
Tel. e Fax 075 5721956

This is another great restaurant for lunch or dinner.
The typical traditional once upon a time in Italy
atmosphere where stories come to life of a culture
once lived and it is pretty much still alive today.
The cuisine is the typical food of Umbria and the
staff is very family oriented. An adult crowd and a
great place to escape and have lunch by yourself
in peace. Tourist recommended.

€10/20
Close
Mondays

Business & social atmosphere for those of my
entrepreneurs who feel it is detrimental to surround
themselves with people who are going in the same
direction. The servers of this restaurant know who
you are or will eventually learn who you are. Buon
pranzo (enjoy your lunch) Specialty fish. Business
clients recommended.

€20/25

And everyone has that place where you can go
and get a quick bite to eat without loosing too
much time; so that you can arrive to that 3’0 clock
appointment with little hassle. Here you eat great
and the timing to get out is great. The place is
just fabulous and the waiters are very very sweet.
Tourist recommended.

€8/15

Chosen again <> even more perfect for lunch, with
its cozy atmosphere and devoted staff. There is no
menu given to you but instead a very nice waitress by
the name of Chiara who reads off the today’s special.

€10/15

ALTROMONDO

Via Cesare Caporali, 11
Tel. e Fax 075 5726157

IL BACIO

Via Boncambi, 6
Tel. 075 5720909

YOU GRIFO
Piazza Matteotti, 24
Tel. 075 5732492
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RESTAURANT DISCO & DISCOS
I am not the kind of girl who likes to party hard in the middle of the dance floor until I past out, or drink
until I Can’t remember my name, or wake up the next morning in bed lying next to Marco when I swore
I had left the party with Massimo. >Even Samantha from SEX AND THE CITY< had better taste than
that. However I do like to dance and enjoy myself because I refuse to let my stilettos stay in the closet
collecting dust. The problem is finding the right places because you don’t want to mix a 60’s age crowd
with a 40’s age crowd and you don’t want to mix a upper 30’s age crowd with a early 20’s crowd, but
you can find the place with the right age balance so that everyone has fun without feeling out of sync,
and also not to exempt the freedom of one’s individual choice when it comes to age.
Name

Description

POCO LOCO
Via del Sacro Tugurio, 118 - Assisi
Tel. 075 8064013

MIAMI VIBES

DOBERMANN Room Show
Madonna del piano, 109 - Uscita E45 Montebello
Tel. 075 3887360 or 393 3326629

WHO LET THE DOGS OUT

COUNTRY Café
Viale Francesco Giontella - Bastia Umbra
Tel. 075 8004113

DANCING THE NIGHT AWAY

CANTIERE 21
Via Corcianese, 19
Tel. 347 6460643

FREE LOVE GENERATION

BOWLING
PERUGIA BOWLING
Via Settevali 324 - Tel. 075 5054380

CINEMAS AND THEATRE ROOMS
CINEMA PAVONE
Piazza della Repubblica - Perugia - Tel. 075 5728153
CINEMA TEATRO TURRENO
Piazza Danti 13 - Perugia - Tel. 075 5722110
CINEMA TEATRO ZENITH
Via Bonfigli 11 - Perugia (PG) - Tel. 075 5728588
TEATRO FIGURA UMBRO TIEFFEU
Via Castellano 2/A - Perugia (PG) Tel. 075 5730826
TEATRO MORLACCHI
Piazza Morlacchi - Perugia - Tel. 075 5722555
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TERRITORIES OF
PERUGIA

Perugia
Fontana Maggiore

Trasimeno Lake

Assisi
Basilica of St. Francis

1
Montefalco
Vineyard

5

Brufa
Borgo Brufa Resort

2
3
4
Torgiano
Torre Baglioni

6

Deruta
Ceramiche Domiziani

24
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TERRITORIES OF PERUGIA

1 Trasimeno Lake
1.

use and it happens every week in DERUTA.

is the largest area of inland water in the Italian Typical products: White truffles and other
peninsula - 128 square km - and the fourth

products of the woods.

4 Montefalco
largest lake in Italy. It varies between 3 and 6 2.

m deep and attracts a considerable variety of (Railing of Umbria) is the definition
bird life in part because most of its shoreline

associated with Montefalco, because from

is thick with reeds. There are three islands

atop its walls, the view expands across the

on the lake. The island of Polvese belongs to

entire fertile Umbrian valley. Besides Perugia

the local administration of Perugia. The Isola

and Spoleto you can see Foligno, Bevagna,

Maggiore covers an area of 23.2 hectares

Trevi, Gualdo Cattaneo, Giano dell'Umbria

and is permanently inhabited, while the Isola

and more. Surrounding Montefalco are olive

Minore is uninhabited.

groves and "bone e belle vigne" (beautiful

2 Torgiano and Brufa
2.

and mouth-watering vineyards). From these

Torgiano is an important centre of wine

come famous wines, such as "Sagrantino",

production. Know for their vineyards, Wine

among the most well-known and highly-

tasting, Wine museum, Vine yards, Olive

regarded wines in Italy.

Groves, Oil Museum, Mountain biking view,

5 Assisi
2.

Paintings/Drawings, Ceramics and sculptures, You go through the Tiber Valley and after

Tourist guide

the famous "Borgo Brufa" wellness resort.

the centre of Collestrada you enter the

There is none like it in all of Perugia. ONE

Umbra Valley. The first town is Bastia

DAY TRIPS TO TORGIANO-BRUFA WILL BE

Umbra, then you reach Santa Maria degli

HOST BY QUALITY LIVING STUDENTS EVERY

Angeli, and than you climb to Assisi, you

Tourist guide in Umbria for

SATURDAY BEGINNING APRIL of 2012.

enjoy a unique sight of the city, built on the

groups and individuals.

Please check our site during this period for

slopes of Mount Subasio. Many churches,

info www.qualitylivingstudents.com

Civic buildings and Roman Temples. Typical

3 Deruta
3.

products: are milk products, DOC wine,

Famous since the middle Ages for the

DOP extra virgin olive oil (DOP stands

production of artistic ceramics. In Deruta you

for “Protected Denomination of Origin”),

Marco B.

bellsista@yahoo.it

find yourself in the heart of the art of Domiziani ceramics and embroidery.
who is well known for his ceramics and whose

6 Spoleto and the Umbra Valley
2.

work can seen spotted throughout the town of

You leave in direction of Assisi. Past the

Deruta. Every week a tour is given by Domiziani city of St. Francis, you meet Spello, Foligno
and his wonderful staff to give you a hand

and Trevi, whose hills are famous for the

on hand experience of how his ceramics are

production of DOP extra-virgin olive oil (DOP

made. You will have an opportunity to see how

stands for “Protected Denomination of

the designs are drawn, and carefully painted,

Origin”). Ten more kilometers and you reach

and how the colors are chosen. It really is a

Spoleto, full of medieval monuments.

wonderful experience, and not to mention the

Typical products: Extra-virgin olive oil) and

beautiful landscape. Magical is the word I would from Valnerina (truffles, cheese, salami).
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PERUGIA
CITY MAP
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Foreigners
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PERUGIA UNIVERSITY TOWN

PERUGIA
UNIVERSITY TOWN
UNIVERSITY FOR FOREIGNERS

Antica Trattoria San Lorenzo

OF PERUGIA Founded in 1921

(COOKING)

Piazza Braccio Fortebraccio, 4

Piazza Danti n.19/a, 06123 Perugia

Tel. +39 075 57461

Tel. +39 075 5721956

www.unistrapg.it

www.anticatrattoriasanlorenzo.com
Approach to food and cooking. Umbrian

THE UMBRA INSTITUTE

cuisine revisited.

Via dei Priori 84,
06123 Perugia

Perugia Music Conservatory

Tel. +39 075 5734595

Piazza Mariotti, 2

www.umbra.org

Tel. +39 075 5733844
www.conservatorioperugia.it

Commitato Linguistico

The first superior culture institution in

Largo Cacciatori delle Alpi, 5 (3rd floor)

Umbria for advanced musical education.

06121 Perugia
Tel. +39 075 7521471

PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE

Fax +39 075 5734258

FOR MORE SCHOOL LISTINGS @

www.comitatolinguistico.com
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BEFORE YOU LEAVE HOME & SURVIVAL ADVICE

Before you leAve
home & SURVIVAL ADVICE
Prepare yourself a check list

staying for a full year, or for three months

Take with you a little phonebook with the

consult your study abroad advisor about

necessary numbers you will need. Take

what you must do a head of time to facilitate

care of any necessary paperwork before

continuing your stay should you decide to

you leave. Give authorization to at least

do this. You can also complete this process

one person you know and trust to manage

online with your home school. Please make

all your important personal documents

sure you have the right study abroad Permit

while you are away. For international

(and yes I know it is very confusing that you

bank transfers you can also put a family

want to scream) because you really need to

member’s name or someone you trust down understand first how the semester system
on your bank account as a second card

here in Italy works (feel free to email us with

holder, so that all your necessities is taken

any question you may have).

care of without your actual presence. Before Understand the European credit transfer
I left New York to come to Perugia to study

system:

I left a notarized document stating that my

Italian marks ects grades definition

mother was authorize to handle whatever

30-30 A EXCELLENT

necessities in my absence. I also made

27-28-29 B VERY GOOD

copies of all identification and left it with her. 24-25-26 C GOOD
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you are enrolled at a university please
21-22-23 D SATISFACTORY
notify the registration, financial aid, and your --------------------------------------------------------------------------------18-19-20 E SUFFICIENTstudy abroad department that you will be
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------studying overseas. There are thousands of
<18 FX FAIL- some more work required
students within a university so please make
before the credit can be awarded
your self known. When I came here to
<18 F FAILstudy in Perugia I kept in touch with all the
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------prior mentioned departments on daily bases Check that all your vaccinations are up-to
and I kept them informed and when it was

date and arranged with your doctor to have

time to extend my studies here in Perugia

sufficient supplies of any medication you

another three months more they knew what

may need. Get your teeth checked now

steps to take on my behalf because of my

and have any treatment done before you

endless communication efforts. If you have

go (Italian dentists are expensive) and the

been accepted to a semester program but

free ones well (good luck). Take a copy of

want to leave yourself the possibility of

your lens prescription if you wear lenses
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or glasses and have an eye check before

proof of insurance (traveling insurance) if

you leave. You must have international

you have international insurance make sure

insurance before you come to Italy. Please

that your insurance is known in Italy. IF

buy an European adapter and also a power

you must show four consecutive pay studs

converter if you want to bring your own blow or bank statements for proof of income
dryer/hot curler so that you may be able to

please bring in with you the original and not

use your electrical compliances while over

copies. If you are on pension it does not

seas.

matter please send in bank proof that you
are able to support yourself while overseas

VISAS

or have the person who will accommodate

If you need a passport to travel to Italy

you fill out the hospitality form that they

please apply ahead of time I repeat PLEASE

will finance your stay abroad. There is a

apply ahead of time especially if you are

financial form on the site that is used for this

planning to leave in the summer. Waiting

information http://www.consnewyork.esteri.

time to get a visa can be very long and

it/ Consolato_NewYork.

many people lose their money they paid

If you are a foreigner and your passport is

on booking early flights. In the summer

10years old you must renew it even if it is

of 2007 the Italian embassy in New York

not expired or it will not be acceptable.

was very crowded and frustrating. It was
horrible the line was two blocks long. People Flight Advice
were there from 6am in the morning. The

• Dress comfortable.

wait was about 4 hours only to receive

• Carry something to snack on just in case

an appointment to return back. Many
people had booked their flights a month

You don’t like the food serve on the plane.
• Remember that you are not allowed

early and lost their money because of the

to bring bottled water past the check in

delays of the Italian embassy. I never saw

point or any other liquids containing more

such a dreadful sight of students crying
and arguing. Now you must apply for

than the required amount allowed.
• If you plan to bring something back from

an appointment by phone. My advice to

Italy for your love ones keep in mind that

you is not to wait until the last minute to

you are not allow to bring ham or any kind

apply for your visa. Check on line for Visa

of meat or vegetables across the border.

requirements.

If caught with illegal food products it will 		

Note: And make sure you have everything
asked for by the Italian embassy when

be confiscated.
• You can take back with you the standard

applying for your visa. The Italian Embassy

things like pasta, sweets, bread, wine 		

is very precise with documents if you

(small quantity) oil ( small quantity) canned

are a student make sure you have your

foods, bagged soups such as lentils and

acceptance letter from the university where
you will be attending. Make sure you have
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chic peas and etc…
• Make sure to stop by the money exchange

www.qualitylivingstudents.com

BEFORE YOU LEAVE HOME & SURVIval ADVICE

• You should avoid alcoholic beverages on
flights because they cause dehydration. If
you require a special diet, notify the airline
at least 24 hours before departure.
• If you are a female traveling and you must
arrived into Italy late please make sure
that someone is there to pick you up and
on time or prior so that you do not have
to wait alone. Rome stations can be very

				
before entering Italy so that you may have

dangerous at night.

traveling cash on hand (Airports charge
Special Considerations for Women

very high fees for this).

As a woman living in Italy it is important to

• If you have to book a connecting flight
please choose one that is no less than

understand the culture and mentality of those

an hour & ½ space time in between. I

who will be living amongst you. It is very

can’t begin to tell you how many times my

normal to go out on a date with whom ever

flight arrived late to my second destination you like in America without anyone critically
and I had to run to catch my connecting

judging you, however here in Perugia a

flight before it left me. It’s a terrible thing

date to many can mean the first step to a

when you miss your flight but your luggage

meaningful relationship or a short night of

made it on or, you make it on to your flight intimacy. Men can develop feelings here very
easy; they can be passionately in love with

but your luggage instead is left behind.
• Bring a sweater in case it gets too cold

you one moment and then the next moment

on the plane. own personal remedy for

forget everything they have ever felt for you.

overcoming jet lad. What works for me

There are many people - NOT ALL - who

is the fact that I always travel in the night

perceive female foreigners to be very easy in

therefore I sleep during my flight,

other words the kind of girls that just want to

• Be careful with jet lag most frequent flyers have fun (I let you figure out what kind of fun
have their and the time to wake up will be

they are talking about). I am from New York

morning in Italy (late morning) so my body

City, and dating is not condemned in our

does not feel like I am a day behind and

country ‘so’ an ideal week for a single

this works perfect for me.

women can look like the chart below.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Went out
with Marco
...found out
he lives with
his parents
...umm... :(

Went
Shopping
with my
best friend
> John

Aperitif at
5pm with
adorable
Stephen...
he’s so
mysterious

Dinner
with Marco
again

Girls night
out

Lunch with
Michael
who I
actually met
Saturday
when I was
out with my
girlfriends.

Worked late
...tired
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But this will not work here in Perugia

Both male and female students

without getting called a bad name. The

should exercise caution

mentality is very different here in this small

• Females are to be very careful during the

city so please learn the movement of the
environment before you decide to date
or do anything that can place you in a

night when going to the center of Perugia
because it's not safe to walk alone...not at all!
• If you need to go out at night please go

uncomfortable situation.

with friends and not alone. Most Italians

Warning note: don’t let the beautiful

are helpful and kind but please do not

landscape, wine and pasta dishes along

trust strangers quickly without learning

with walks through the center blind your

who they really are.

good judgment causing you to fall head over • Try to stay in public places when meeting
heels for someone who is only looking for a
summer fling. I have seen this happen here

people.
• If you find that you are being followed try

so many times. If you do meet Mr. Right

to remain in a crowded area do not walk

during your stay here in Perugia; make sure

down any dark and isolated roads.

you examine your situation as you would

Do not allow someone to follow you to

with a man\woman from your own home

your home because if they know where

town for the rules never change.

you live they may try to lurk out in front of

For example:

your house from time to time and you

– Has he\she introduce you to his\her

don’t need that hassle.

important friends or family members?

• Keep a cell phone with you at all times

– Has he\she ever invited you to his\her home?

charged and the police number on speed

– Does he\she ever hold your hands when

dial. Always keep money in your pockets

walking in Public?

never rely on anyone’s money to eat or

– Has he\she helped you to find a way to

get home (Except your parents.. ah-ahh)

live in Italy to be together or are you the

be smart, think wisely and most of all

only one worried about returning back
home and never having to see each other?
…..Ummmm (Most people I know would do
anything for true love).
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enjoy yourself.
• Perugia is a beautiful place, but you must
be wise just like in any other country.
• When you are at the internet café place

www.qualitylivingstudents.com
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your bag or purse in front of you. Many

THE Cost of Living

foreigners get robbed out of their credit

The cost of living can be very high especially

cards and money by placing their bags

if you are using dollars to get by on. The

hanging on the back end of their chairs.

dollar is not as low as it was back in 2007

• If you have personal valuables bring a safe

but it is still weaker than the euro. You should

deposit lock with you to keep in your room

make sure you budget your money before

or if you are rooming with other students a

you come to Perugia to have an idea of your

key should be given to you for your room.

expenses; for example: rent, heat & gas, and

If there is no key make sure you ask for

water if not included in your rent package,

one it is your right.

grocery, spending money, telephone,

• Try not to carry your passport with you

internet, traveling money and so on. Here is

to places where you know you will put

a great site for currency converting http://

your bag down for example: discos, pubs,

www.translatum.gr/converter/currency.htm.

swimming pools, dance\cooking lessons,
and etc… one of the worst things that can

To consider

happen to you while overseas is to lose

First thing’s first please notify your bank of

your passport along with all your identity

your departure out of your city to prevent

(make copies of your Id instead).

any possible block holds on your ATM

• Do not place your wallet or important
documents in your back pocket.

card account. The bank can suspect that
your ATM card is being use by someone

• Keep your backpack in front of you.

else other than you (the card holder) in

• Do not give your address to anyone you

another city without your knowledge and

meet just because they seem friendly (use

automatically stop all transactions for

judgment)

your protection. This is definitely a great

• Do not give money to the Gypsies begging

protection against theft but keep in mind

in the streets for they will never stop

that if this happens, you will have to send

asking you once you give them.

proof to your bank via fax proving that you

• Please note: this message is not to alarm

are the card holder which can take up to

you but to keep you in touch with

three days, and three days is a long time

the realities of the world we live in.

when you have no money in your pocket to
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get around. It is probably a good idea to
always keep emergency cash on hand.

• Is there a monthly fee as well as any
reduce fees for maintaining your account
at a certain amount?

DO I NEED AN ITALIAN BANK ACCOUNT

• How long will your bank card be valid for?

There is usually no need for you to open an

• What type of security protection is

account in Italy if you are staying for only 1-2

available for the account?

months. Remember that there is a charge
for each ATM transaction and most banks

International Bank transfers

charge international fees, and you should

Once you have established your bank

also find out if your bank charges withdrawal

account here in Italy through online banking

fees. If you plan to stay in Italy for 6 months

you can have money from your home bank

to a year my advice to you is to open up a

wired into your Italian account. You will need

bank account here in Italy so that you may be to know your routing number, checking
able to use a “BANCOMAT CARD” instead.

account# and the swift ban# and sometimes
your home bank address. Wire transferring

HOW CAN I APPLY FOR AN ITALIAN

is not too expensive.

BANK ACCOUNT

Western Union example prices for

First make sure that you have the proper Id

sending money

to open an account. You will also need your

from € to €		

Codice Fiscale (like a SS# card it’s free and

65,01 to 130,00............................. 14,50

easy to obtain).You can apply for an account

260,01 to 325,00........................... 23,50

with Unicredit, the bank of Spoleto or even at

550,01 to 630,00........................... 34,00

the post office. Before you open an account

775,01 to 930,00........................... 42,50

Fee €

I’d advise you to first shop around for the best 1.085,01 to 1,240,00..................... 53,00
offers and low prices available as a foreigner.

1.550,01 to 1.800,00..................... 73,50

Maintaining a bank account monthly can range 2.480,01 to 2.790,00..................... 109,50
from 1 euro to 10 euros. When comparing

3.100,01 to 3.410,00..................... 133,50

banks you should find out information such as: 3.720,01 to 4.030,00..................... 157,50
• What advantages are available for your

4.650,01 to 4.999,00..................... 193,50

age group?
• Is there a pre-paid card included with your
debit card?
• Is there a charge when using your pre-paid

Important point
• Make sure you have enough

rechargeable card for operations such as

sufficient funds available at the start

buying on Internet, or making/receiving

of your stay in Italy • Be careful when

bank transfers?

carrying large sums of money • Make

• How to recharge your pre-paid card once

sure you get a receipt for any deposit

available to you? How much is the issuing

you may pay on your accommodation.

card?
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ROOMING WITH
QUALITY LIVING

Searching for a room or

these reasons it is important to rent a room

apartment in Perugia

that you will enjoy and not feel disgusted after

The best way to learn Italian quick is to

a short stay. A room that does not put you

live with an Italian speaker however that is

to shame when the locals visit you for dinner

not always an option when there aren’t any

and believe you me dinners and gatherings in

rooms left available with Italians. Your next

the houses of others are done frequently here

bet is to share a room with other foreigners

in Perugia, yes Italians are always getting

and learn together Italian and the culture or

together whether for lunch, dinner, or coffee;

perhaps alone for your private space and

it’s their culture. Food is very important here.

live an unforgettable experience of a life

So think wisely!

time. Renting a room or an apartment is very
important because it is important to feel like

THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW WHEN

you are at home and comfortable even if it

RENTING AN APARTMENT

is for three months. Don’t get caught up in

1) know the location, and information as well

thinking like so many others before you who

as affiliations of the Real Estate company

once said “ it’s only three months; I’ll just

you will rent from.

get anything”) (Wrrrrrrong thinking) for many

2) Understand your contract before you

of us never follow our original plans when

sign it.

overseas. The truth is that most people meet

3) What day of the month is the rent due

friends of a life time and others a true love,

to avoid late payment?

or a destined career, and there are those who 4) How much deposit must I leave
fall in love with the city and just don't want to

to hold the apartment?

leave. Since I’ve been here in Perugia I have

5) If you are booking on line never

watched many people change their plans

send the whole amount, only the

from time and time again like a diet program

deposit and agency fee.

(and we all know how long a diet can last). For 6) Make sure you are shown the
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meter for your heat. That you may control

end of the month came and the bill arrived

how much you use daily.

in the amount of 750.00 euro I knew than I

7) How much time does the landlord give

was going to have to find a job like A.S.A.P..

for notification of early departure before

<>I.N.C.R.E.D.I.B.L.E<> was all I had to

contract determination?

say. It was times like this that I’d appreciate

8) What bills are included in your rent?

the things I took for granted in my country.

9) Make sure to receive a rent recipe for

Eventually life got better … when I’d threw

every payment.

out the dam heater :)

10) If you have a late flight will the office still
be open or do I have to book a hotel for that Certain things to seriously
night?

consider when renting during

11) How long after must I wait to receive my

the winter in Perugia.

deposit once the apartment inspection is done? • Twist open the knob on the side of your
heater when inside your new apartment
WINTER RENTING

to let out the air and then close it when

Renting during the winter in Perugia is not a

you start to see the water leak out. This

picnic because it can get really cold and the

will allow the heat to come up full blast

old ancient brick walls within the apartments
of the historic center tend to hold in the cold

instead of being warm.
• Newly renovated and more modern

strongly and therefore the humidity makes

apartments keeps you warmer because

you feel colder inside your apartment than it

they are more equipped for the cold

really is outside. My first rented apartment
here in the center of Perugia I found myself

however the cost of rent is usually higher
• Pack warm clothing for the night (the

fully dressed within my apartment at all

kind of warm clothes you usually keep

times. Heat was included in my rent so I

in the bottom draw tucked away that your

did not have to pay extra for it, but it was
heat controlled which meant that it would be
turned on during certain hours only. After
my daily gatherings with my roommates

grandma took hours to sew for you)
• Invest in a good blanket quilt when you
get to Italy it works like a charm.
• Bring a pair of thick warm bed sheets if

hovering over huge pots of boiling water with

you can because bed sheets are not

hands stretch out to feel the heat to keep

cheap. Don’t forget your nice warm slippers

warm I decided along with another roommate • If you must leave your present apartment
to buy a small heater. Buying a heater was

to find another for whatever reasons

the worst thing we could have ever done, for

please inform your landlord two months

no one had informed us how expensive heat

prior to your departure. Some landlords

could cost here in Italy and so we founded

require a 1 month’s notice. Failure to do

out the hard way. The following month

so can cost you to lose your return

became bearable to stay home with our new
individual heaters within our rooms to keep
us warm throughout the nights, but when the
36
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deposit.
• A sunny apartment is a plus because the
sun warms a room.
www.qualitylivingstudents.com
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My first experience renting a room in

are able to assist you in either of these

Perugia I had paid a deposit on my

languages ENGLISH, ITALIAN, CHINESE,

apartment before I had even seen it.

GERMAN and ARABIC.

Unfortunately that’s how the system use
to work in 2009 for foreigners. This was a

RENTAL REQUIREMENTS

major problem for many students were force Student
to rent their apartments on-line or by phone

- Copy of Passport

without any bird's eye view of what they

- Permesso di soggiorno

were getting. When I finally arrived to see my

(or a receipt of the posted

new room that I prepaid for I thought “wow,

request for the permesso di

I have a hole in the wall and with my height
and the size of the room I was definitely
living in Alice in Wonderland’s world only that
I remained tall and the room remained small.

soggiorno or Visa) only non EU Students
- Codice fiscale (which must be applied
for once arrived in Italy) Copy of Voucher
(printed online)

Tel. +39 392 7155646

I paid the same price as my roommates

Tourist /Worker

although their rooms were triple the size of

- Copy of Passport

mines. With Quality living for students and

- Codice fiscale (which must be applied for

tourists you can see all of our apartments

en@qualityliving.it
info@qualitylivingstudents.com

once arrived in Italy)

online with descriptions and details so that

- Permesso di soggiorno (or a receipt of

you know what your living arrangement will

the posted request for the permesso di

be like before you arrive. We offer over 800

soggiorno or Visa) only non-EU students

quality apartments located throughout the

CONTACT INFO

- Copy of Voucher

historic center of Perugia and we have been
in business serving our clients for five years.

We are in London, Canada, New

After you have rented your apartment we

York twice a year therefore if you are a

will continue to assist you will any future

Director/REP of an study abroad program

problems you may have within the apartment

or language department and would like

which this is something many agencies don’t

us to speak at your function to share

do. We manage most of our apartments we

necessary information about Perugia feel

rent out and therefore are obligate to serve

free to contact us. Our reference, qualify

our clients to the fullest. Our clients are

credentials and validity by the Comune di

informed of the safeness of all locations.

Perugia you may find printed and stamped

We will help you with your document process

on the back of our guide book.

and embassy accommodation form. We
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our proposals
for rental
properties
See location on Perugia City Map on pages 26-27.
A

CENTRO STORICO - Porta Pesa

Rif. FA179

Description

In a small building, a charming renovated ground floor apartment on
two levels. First level - living room with kitchenette with stone walls and
arch view, the sofa can turn into a bed, bathroom with washing machine,
second level - master bedroom. DSL connection included.

Period

Monthly

B

Price

550€

PORTA PESA - VIA DEL CARMINE

Rif. FA514

Description

Delightful fully renovated apartment with living room with kitchenette,
bedroom, bathroom with washing machine. The apartment is equipped with
TV and reinforced door.

Period

Monthly

C

Price

400€

Via Ulisse Rocchi

Rif. FA801

Description

A short walk from the center and from the 'University for Foreigners,
nice apartment for two persons. Composed of kitchen, living room,
bedroom and bathroom with shower and washing machine, wooden floors
throughout, small garden. Great condition.

Period

Monthly
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Price

550€
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D

Corso Garibaldi

Rif. 779b

Description

Nice apartment on the top floor of historic building. The solution consists
of new kitchen, bedroom, bathroom with shower and washing machine.

Period

Monthly

E

Price

350€

CORSO GARIBALDI

Rif. FA743

Description

Near the University for Foreigners, An renovated one bedroom apartment
with new furniture, the solution consists of living room with kitchenette and
washing machine, bathroom with shower and double bedroom.

Period

Monthly

F

Price

450€

PIAZZA MORLACCHI

Rif. FA744

Description

In Piazza Morlacchi, a bright renovated apartment.
Consists: of living room with kitchenette, double bedroom and bathroom.
No condo charges.

Period

Monthly

G

Price

650€

PORTA PESA - VIA DEL MELO

Rif. FA51

Description

An incredible studio apartment located on the first floor beautifully furnish
not rarely founded in perugia. Big open space for kitchen, bedroom and
bathroom.

Period

Monthly

Price

350€
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H

CENTRO STORICO - PORTA PESA

Rif. FA762

Description

Lovely apartment, completely renovated with new furniture, living room,
kitchen with dinning area, bedroom, large bathroom with shower and
washing machine. Monthly 450euro plus condominium expenses amounted
to €30.

Period

Monthly

I

Price

450€

CENTRO STORICO - PORTA PESA

Rif. FA735

Description

A few minutes from the historic center >a brand new renovated apartment
with hardwood floors and consists: of living room with kitchenette, two
bright single rooms, bathroom with shower. The condo fees are included
in the rent.

Period

Monthly

J

Price

580€

CENTRO STORICO - CORSO CAVOUR

Rif. FA675

Description

Delightful studio apartment in the heart of Corso Cavour, the solution is
completely restored and furnished. The property is all floors and consists
of living area with kitchenette, bedroom and bathroom with shower and
washing machine. The building has an elevator.

Period

Monthly

K

Price

350€

CENTRO STORICO - VIA DELLA CUPA

Rif. FA334

Description

Central location, lovely apartment consists of two double bedrooms, one
with terrace, living room with kitchenette, and service. The solution is
furnished.

Period

Monthly
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Price

800€

More info please call +39 3927155646 or email en@qualityliving.it
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STUDY/WORK PERMIT
EU-citizens

The following documentation should be

EU citizens who intend to stay in Italy for

attached to the application:

a period of less than three months are

* A photocopy of your passport;

exempted from any formality.

* A photocopy of the certificate stating the

For periods with the duration of more than

course to be attended, authenticated

90 days, individuals should register with

by the Italian Embassy or Consulate upon

their local municipality:
Ufficio Immigrazione del Comune di Perugia
Via Scarlatti, 43

issuance of the entry visa;
* Photocopy of the I.N.A.-Assitalia health
insurance policy or of a foreign health
insurance policy, authenticated by the

Non EU-citizens

Italian Embassy or Consulate, and valid in

Stays in Italy for periods not exceeding 90

Italy for the entire duration of the residence

days. Non-EU citizens with a “C” study visa

permit against risks related to illness and/

(3-month non-extendable visa) who have

or accidents;

entered the country through an Italian airport * Tax stamp of 14.62 euros;
from their own country with an Italian entry

* In payment form of 27.50 euros.

stamp in their passport do not require a
student residence permit.

Those already in Italy for study purposes and

Those who have stopped off in other

with a residence permit about to expire should

European countries before having reached

request renewal before the expired date.

Italy should go, within 8 days of their arrival
in Italy, to the police office in the University

Italy Business Visa

for Foreigners Perugia to communicate

Applicants must submit the following

their presence in Italy with the following

documents (1 original plus 1 copy):

documentation: passport, photocopy of

* Passport or travel document accepted by

passport, address in Perugia and an ID photo.

the Schengen countries valid for a period
of 3 months beyond the applicant's last

Stays in Italy for periods exceeding

day of stay abroad. The passport must

90 days

have a blank page on which the visa will

Third-country nationals with a “D” or “D+C”

be affixed. In your passport, your complete

study visa should fill in a form and send it

birthdate must be mentioned: day, month

from any post office to the competent police
headquarters within 8 days following their
arrival in Italy.

and year.
* Proof of permanent residence in the
United States: U.S. Alien Registration Card
no. 02 | Quality Living STUDENTS
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or valid U.S. long-term U.S. visa. U.S.

from travel agent or from hotel

visas B1/B2 visas are not acceptable for

itself stating the reservation dates

this purpose.

and confirmation number. (The name

* One recent passport size photograph (2x2
inches in size, full face, front view, color).

of applicant/s must be mentioned on the
reservation.)

* One application form completely and

* Proof of health insurance with medical

clearly filled out, to be signed by the

and emergency coverage valid for the

applicant in the presence of a Consular

entire trip abroad. Provide a letter from

Officer.

your U.S. health insurance company

* Letter from employer confirming

stating coverage for medical expenses,

employment (specify title and duties),

hospitalization costs and repatriation

detailing purpose of trip, giving the

for medical reasons for your trip abroad

name/s & address/es of the company/ies

(mention dates).

that you will visit. If you are self-employed, For insurance purchased only for your
present the valid business license,

trip, provide letter or certificate from

certificate of incorporation and latest tax

insurance company stating coverage for

return concerning business.

medical expenses, hospitalization costs and

* Letter(s) of invitation from the Italian

repatriation for medical reasons. Coverage

company/ies confirming and detailing

for medical expenses must not be less than

the purpose of the business trip along

Euro 30.000,00.

with its/their current (not over 90 days
old) Certificato di Visura Camerale or

Required documents are submitted in two

Certificato d'iscrizione alla Camera di

(2) sets - one original and one copy - since

Commercio issued by the competent

immigration authorities abroad can ask you

Italian Chamber of Commerce.

to show the documents that were submitted

* Proof of sufficient funds to cover the

to obtain the visa.

expenses of your planned stay (most
recent bank statement/s), or a letter from

Within 8 days of your arrival in Italy you

your employer guaranteeing travel

must register with the Police Department

expenses (must provide financial state of

(Questura) and obtain the "Permesso di

the company (i.e. bank statements, recent Soggiorno" PdiS (Declaration of stay for
financial report)).

foreigners).

* Flight reservation from travel agent. The
round trip ticket, plus one copy, MUST

AFTER YOU HAVE APPLIED

BE PRESENTED when picking up or

When notified of your appointment date to

mailing out the passport. If it applies,

go to the Questura make sure you have

car rental reservations, internal flight

everything. When you get there you will most

reservations.

likely have to wait and wait and wait and

* Lodging: If staying at hotels, present letter wait and wait (I guess you kind of get the
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point now)... When finally seen you will be
asked for 4 identical (recent) passport-size
photos, your Passport and your appointment
receipt. You will be fingerprinted and asked
questions about your family, occupation,
height, weight, and so on. When your
interrogation is over you are than given
a receipt that will basically allow the
authorities to know that you have applied for
a PdiS and are waiting to receive it by mail.
This receipt will allow you to move around in
Italy while you wait for your PdiS.
Please Note: Travel out of Italy on a short
trip to your country during this waiting
period for your PdiS cancels the application
process causing you to redo the whole
process all over. If you are American you
should not have any problem at all, some
people will tell you yes, but I have never had
a problem “what so ever!. You will need to
check in with the Questura from time to time
to know if your PdiS has arrived, or you can
check on-line www.poliziadistato.it and
click on Questura di Perugia, then click on
Permesso di Soggiorno in consegna, using
the Id code located on your PdiS. Here is
what a copy receipt looks like to the right.
Heard thru the grape vine
It’s been said that the time period of your PdiS

period in which you have rented the

will always match the duration time of your

property for.

insurance applied for. So if your insurance is
for 3 months so will your PdiS be, and so for

• Please apply for your Codice Fiscale for

this reason some apply for longer insurance.

you can do nothing in Italy without it. It is

Facts

free and easy to obtain at the Agenzia

• Comunicazione di cessione di fabbricato

delle Entrate which, in Perugia, is located

can be given to you by your landlord if

near the main railway station in Via Canali.

needed. It is by law that he/she must give

You will need to show ID (passport or your

you a copy of this document stating the

Permit of stay).
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HOW LONG DO I HAVE TO WAIT FOR MY work permit for employees.
PDIS

Permesso di Soggiorno per lavoro

Be prepare to wait up to 8 months to a

autonomo/indipendente

year to finally actually get your Permesso di

permit for self-employed workers.

Soggiorno. (Why?) Che ne so (Who’ Knows)

Permesso di Soggiorno per turismo

Many students receive their PdiS on the way permit for tourists (anyone visiting for more
out returning back home to their country.

than a week, who isn't staying in a hotel,

It is a huge problem especially for those

official campsite or boarding house).

who are in need of it for work. Some people

Permesso di Soggiorno per studio

apply for work anyway using only the receipt student permit.
as proof that they have applied. However

Permesso di Soggiorno per

you will eventually receive it before your visa ricongiungimento familiare
expiration date. It is very important that you

permit for the family and dependent parents

take with you always your PdiS receipt when of foreigners married to Italian citizens.
travelling for if the Police stops you, you will

Permesso di Soggiorno per dimora

need to show prove that you are a student

for foreigners who are establishing

here in this country.

residence in Italy and who are not planning

**Please note that it is very important and

on working.

necessary to apply for your Permesso di
Soggiorno, as the University will not let you

THE ENIGMA

continue to register for classes or stamp

The most famous quoted lines heard and

your student card (tessera) until they see

demonstrated in every country I visited

that you have applied for it.

<> “It’s not what you know, it’s who you
know”. Or “you have to know how things

The following are the most commonly issued

work around here” yep

stay permits:

For info about the following

Carta di Soggiorno

- How can I get a permit for work?

(Non-EU permanent residence card) issued

- How can I find a job with my Study

for an indefinite period, after the sixth year

		 Permit?

of residence in Italy.

- How can I change my Study Permit

Carta di Soggiorno Cittadini U.E.

		 over to a Work Permit?

(EU citizens permanent residence card)

- How many times can I renew my PdiS?

issued to EU citizens and their immediate

- Do I need a Codice Fiscale?

family and dependents who intend to stay in

- What must I do to drive in Italy?

Italy longer than three months. Permesso di

- Where do I go to renew my passport?

Soggiorno per coesione familiare permit for

- Where do I go to apply for

the foreign spouse and children of an Italian

citizenship?

citizen.

As a Qualitylivingstudent Renter feel free to

Permesso di Soggiorno per lavoro

stop by our office.
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i

GENERAL
INFORMATION

POST OFFICE

POOLS

The most generally used is located in the

Piscina Universitaria

Historic center in Piazza Matteotti right

Accademia Del Nuoto

across the street from the information point. Via Bambagioni, 2 - Via della Pallotta
You will need to go there to send off your

Email: info@piscinauniversitaria.it

application request for your PdiS (Permesso

Tel. 075.33326

di Soggiorno) you can also apply for a bank

Piscina Comunale Pellini

account there. Stamps can be bought at any Via Arturo Checchi 4, Perugia
tobacco shop in the center.

Griphus Sporting Club
Via Cotani, 4 - Madonna Alta

PHARMACY

Tel. 075.5054328

A pharmacy is very easy to find for they are
all over. The nearest one is across the street Gymnasium
from the University per Stranieri. There are

Olympus

many others located on Corsi Vannucci, 57;

Corso Garibaldi, 155 - Tel. 075.44934

or Piazza Matteotti, 26; or Piazza Vittorio

Corpus

Veneto, 1(Fontivegge)

Via Cortonese 1\D - Tel. 075.5056244

(Trust me very easy to find)

Fax 075.5056277

San Martino, Piazza Matteotti 26, has

Sport’s Connection Gym

a night service if you need medial help

Via P. Da Palestrina 3 - Tel. 075 32116

(including dental help) Open on the
weekend and on public holidays Tel.

INTERNET

+39.075.5722335

Calling home overseas can cost you an
arm and a leg but it is also an important

LIBRARIES

necessity to call your love ones. If you

Some libraries will be more useful to you

have access to internet than you also have

than others in terms of collection material,

access to SKYPE allowing you to call your

access to shelves and borrowing rights

friends and family for free (that’s if they

and opening hours. Take identification with

have Skype too ;) this can really save you

you – some libraries may need to know that

a buck). Internet service is not that

you're a student there; others will require

expensive and you can purchase it for 10 to

your passport

20 euros monthly.
no. 02 | Quality Living STUDENTS
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Another option is the internet café where

phone, nothing is deducted or changed.

you can use your laptop for as long as you

Unfortunately most Calling Cards eat up your

like but you must first purchase something

money, so you will have to shop around for

(like a coffee) and give in your receipt and

the best calling card. Good Luck!

you will be given a wireless password to use You can also contact your local telephone
your computer. There are no limits on the

company to find out if your main cell phone

hour usages. If you are without a computer

can be activated in Italy before leaving to go

there are many internet places all around the overseas. Pay attention to roaming fees.
historic center which are very easy to find.

To consider
The country code is + 39, area code, 075

Telephone CALLING

with the exception of mobile phones.

You can use the phones at the internet café.

TIME CHANGE:

I used to go to the internet café in Piazza

US Pacific Time zone. The daylight

Danti in the center to call my friends and

savings time changes can alter the time

family every week. 1 hour of phone usage

difference for a week by 1 hour, so

to New York usually cost me 1.50 euro, and

that in the spring Italy is 7 hours ahead

there was also a price meter that charged you and in the fall 6 hours ahead eastern
by the minute so I was aware of how much I

standard time.

was spending while talking on the phone.
ITALIAN LAW
Phone Calling Cards

You are required by law to carry official

If you have a good international Calling-Card

identification with you at all times. It

like E-dream which gives you 80 hours of

is imperative that you have either a

phone usage a month for only 5 euros;

photocopy of your passport or your

you are lucky!. E-dream Phone calls can be

Iscrizione Anagrafica or your Permesso di

made whether from cell phone to another

Soggiorno, with you at all times should you

cell phone, or cell phone to the main line

be stopped by the police for any reason.
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USEFUL EMERGENCY NUMBERS

		i USEFUL 			
		 EMERGENCY 		
		NUMBERS

Emergency Health Service

Tel. 118

Police Emergency

Tel. 113

Carabinieri Emergency Calls

Tel. 112

Fire Station

Tel. 115

Police (passport office, too)

Tel. 075.50621

Red-Cross Ambulance

Tel. 075.5272711

Grifo Ambulanze night & holidays

Tel. 075.6919480-075.691225

Doctor Service (Piazzale Europa,
from Via Scarlatti)
Doctor Service (from 10pm Sat.
until 8am Monday mornings)
Hospital
Perugia Local Health Unit n. 2 (Mon.Fri. 8am-7pm Saturdays 8am-1pm)

Tel. 075.34024 - 075.36584
Tel. 075.36584 - 075.34024
Tel. 075.5781
Tel. 075.5411

First Aid

Tel. 075.5782521 Silvestrini Hospital

Invalid Transport

Tel. 075.5783222

Psychiatric Service night & day

Tel. 075.5412732

SOS Asthma (all day)

Tel. 337.237993

ACI Road Service

Tel. 116

Road Police

Tel. 075.506751

Local Police (all day)

Tel. 075.5723232

Lost and Found

Tel. 075.5775373

Consumer Information (Mon./Wed./Fri.

Tel. 075.5045843 (Region of Umbria)

9am-12pm / Tue./Thur. 3pm-5.30pm)

Tel. 800013474 (Free - Perugia Province)

Emergency number for abused
children up to 14 years old
Number for adults and for teenagers
(3pm-6pm every day 8.30am-8.30pm)

Tel. 19696 (toll-free)
Tel. 199151515

Emergency number for abused

Tel. 075.5045596-800861126

women

(toll-free)

AIDS Info Line

Tel. 800015249 (toll-free)

"Caritas" Charity Service

Tel. 0755723851-573366-5720970

Drug Info Line (every day 9am-8pm)

Tel. 800016600-840002244 (free)

Emergency Veterinary Service (stray and
other animals - every days 8am-2pm)

Tel. 0755412407

University of Perugia

Tel. 0755851 - 800 552 555

(Piazza dell'Università)

(toll-free)

University for Foreigners (Piazza
Fortebraccio)

Tel. 07557461
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SPEAKING ITALIAN

SPEAKING
ITALIAN...
@Perugia
Gimo
Gin'ch'è bulo
I freghi
Che stè a dì?
Che stè a fà?

Andiamo
Andiamo e divertiamoci
I ragazzi
Che stai dicendo?
Che fai?

Let's go
Let’s go and have fun
The guys
What are you saying?
What are you doing?

Rilassati
Come stai?
Che fai ?
Che stai dicendo?
Andiamo

Relax
How ya doing? What’up?
What are you doing?
What are you saying?
Let’s go

Scendi le scale
Quando piove
Così
Cosa dobbiamo fare?
Va bene

Climb down the stairs
When it rains
So
What do we have to do?
Fine

Italian
dialect
commonly
heard

@ROME
Scialla
Come te butta?
Che stai a fa?
Che stai a di?
Annamo

@NAPLES
Scinne 'e scale
Quanno chiove
Accussì
Camma fà?
Va bbuò

Ligabue
Certe notti................................................
Rocky Roberts
Stasera mi butto.......................................
Jovanotti
Il più grande spettacolo dopo il big bang.....
A te..........................................................
Tiziano Ferro
La differenza tra me e te............................
Rino Gaetano
Ma il cielo è sempre più blu........................
Umberto Tozzi
Ti amo......................................................
Franco Battiato
La cura.....................................................
Raffaella Carrà
Tanti auguri...............................................
Artisti vari
48
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Domani 21-04-09 (canzone per l'Abruzzo)...
Lucio Battisti
La collina dei ciliegi...................................
Dieci ragazze per me................................
Fabrizio de Andrè
Il pescatore..............................................
Paolo Conte
Vieni via con me........................................
Vasco Rossi
Albachiara................................................
Vita spericolata.........................................
Claudio Baglioni
Strada facendo.........................................
Gianna Nannini
Fotoromanza.............................................
Zucchero
Donne......................................................
Non ti sopporto più...davvero!.......................

Great
songs
italians
would
appreciate
you for
knowing
them

www.qualitylivingstudents.com
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HOST FAMILY

Host Family
If a private school or university is not what
you are looking for and you would like a
more interpersonal experience with the
language and the culture you may find Host
Family and Host Associate the road to take.
This Culture exchange is another great
natural way to learn Italian and our hosts are
excited to be part of this learning experience
by sharing the characteristics of their
amazing country, culture and cuisines.

HOST FAMILY
Included in price
• Airport pick from Sant'Egidio
FOR MORE INFO
• Airport assistants from Rome
• Aperitif complements of Quality living students
Please email en@qualityliving.it or
• Three private lessons (Italian/or/English) at BOOT CAMP (Please check page 49 for more info)
• Agency fee
info@qualitylivingstudents.com
• Weekly kitchen usages
or you may also call
• Meals (breakfast & dinner and /or/ lunch upon requested package)
+39 392 71 55 646
• Damage insurance paid on the behalf of Quality living

1 week
min.-max.
Room only
€ 245
Room with breakfast € 285
Room including
breakfast
€ 315
6 lunch/or/dinner**

2 weeks
min.-max.
€ 365
€ 435

1 month
min.-max.
€ 570
€ 710

€ 485

€ 840

DOUBLE*
2 person
Room only
Room with breakfast
Room including
breakfast
6 lunch/or/dinner**

1 week
min.-max.
€ 455
€ 525

2 weeks
min.-max.
€ 420
€ 495

1 month
min.-max.
€ 630
€ 780

€ 380

€ 565

€ 930

SINGLE*
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More info please call +39 3927155646 or email en@qualityliving.it

* Bedroom fully equipped
with bed linen, sheets
and pillows, and with T.V.
Bathroom fully equipped
with blow dryer, washer
machine, and fresh clean
towels.
**also vegetarian
www.qualitylivingstudents.com

HOST ASSOCIATES

Host ASSOCIATES
With host associates we will match people

Through Host associates great business

together who tend to have the same common ties are formed and great relationships are
interest. For instance if you are an artist or

developed. One of the great ways to learn

love art we will match you with someone

a foreign language is to practice and utilize

of the same association or interests. Your

the vocabulary that you actually normally

host will give you a tour in your chosen field

speak...ARTIST, SCULPTURES REAL

whether it be a museum for arts, a hand

ESTATE AGENT AGRICULTURE,BUSINESS

on hand experience within the factory of

PERSON LAWYER PHOTOGRAPHER

ceramics or through the world of sculptures.

WEBMASTER COMPUTER SPECIALIST

You may even find yourself strolling through

MUSICIAN ENGINEER ARCHITECH

the vine yards and olive groves of agriculture, GARDENING FARMING DESIGNER
understanding of timing of the sun for

(one on one conversation) TOURS,

great landscape photos, or a simple visit

SOCIAL GATHERINGS,NIGHTS OUT ARE

to the business world to understand ones

INCLUDED BUT ALSO OPTIONAL UPON

work system in comparison to your own.

REQUEST.

HOST ASSOCIATE
Included in price
• Airport pick from Sant'Egidio
FOR MORE INFO
• Airport assistants from Rome
• Aperitif complements of Quality living students
Please email en@qualityliving.it or
• Three private lessons (Italian/or/English) at BOOT CAMP (Please check page 49 for more info)
• Agency fee
info@qualitylivingstudents.com
• Weekly kitchen usages
or you may also call
• Meals (dinner and/or/lunch prepared in house or dined out upon package request)
+39 392 71 55 646
• Daily life project interest with your host on the /job/field/exhibition/land or home/
• Damage insurance paid on the behalf of Quality living

1 week
min.-max.
Room only
€ 375
Room with breakfast € 410
Room including
breakfast
€ 485
6 lunch/or/dinner**
SINGLE*

1 week
min.-max.
Room only
€ 455
Room with breakfast € 490
Room including
breakfast
€ 600
6 lunch/or/dinner**
DOUBLE*

2 weeks
min.-max.
€ 530
€ 600

3 weeks
min.-max.
€ 735
€ 840

Extra night
€ 50
Yes
No

€ 725

€ 1.000

No

2 weeks
min.-max.
€ 630
€ 700

3 weeks
min.-max.
€ 890
€ 940

Extra night
€ 50
Yes
No

€ 830

€ 1.095

No

More info please call +39 3927155646 or email en@qualityliving.it

* Bedroom fully equipped
with bed linen, sheets
and pillows, and with T.V.
Bathroom fully equipped
with blow dryer, washer
machine, and fresh clean
towels.
**also vegetarian
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SHORT RENTALS PACKAGES

SHORT RENTALS
PACKAGES
Short Rentals PACKAGES
Included in price
• Airport pick from Sant'Egidio
FOR MORE INFO
• Airport assistants from Rome
• Aperitif complements of Quality living students
Please email en@qualityliving.it or
• Three private lessons (Italian /or/ English) at BOOT CAMP (Please check page 49 for more info)
• Three lunches out at three different fabulous Agriculture tourist site.
info@qualitylivingstudents.com
• Three private tours
or you may also call
• Agency fee
+39 392 71 55 646
• Cleaning fee
• Damage insurance paid on the behalf of Quality living

1 week
rentals
1 bed room
2 bed room
3 bed room
4 bed room

price €
€ 865
€ 1.095
€ 1.295
€ 1.450

2 weeks
rentals
1 bed room
2 bed room
3 bed room
4 bed room

price €
€ 750
€ 925
€ 1.100
€ 1.295

1 month
rentals
1 bed room
2 bed room
3 bed room
4 bed room

price €
€ 1.005
€ 1.295
€ 1.450
€ 1.600

• Accomodation

• Airport pick up from Sant'Egidio

• Orientation / welcoming aperitif complements of
Qualitylivingstudents
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More info please call +39 3927155646 or email en@qualityliving.it
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SHORT RENTALS PACKAGES

• A basket of the typical foods & wine of Umbrian
upon arrival

• A fabulous day at "Ai Lecci"
Dine out at one of our fabulous beautiful
Agriculture resorts, and enjoy a relaxing day of
peace and spectacular landscape

• A fabulous lunch at the famous
Borgo Brufa 5star SPA & Wellness
Lunch plus A personal private tour

ALSO
DAILY
RENTALS
FROM 60
EURO TO
140 EURO
PER DAY
Exoodus Nicholas
Public relations

• A visit to the undiscovered vineyards and
olive groves of Torgiano/Brufa
Learn the process of how olives become fresh
oil, and enjoy a day of pure oil tasting straight
from the very fields you will dwell in.

en@qualityliving.it
info@qualityliving.com
Tel: +39 3927155646

• A private tour to Domiziani's factory of
ceramics
An hand on hand experience of how ceramics are
made. You will have an opportunity to see how the
designs are drawn, and carefully painted, and how
the colors are chosen. It really is a wonderful experience, and not to mention the beautiful landscape.

• A private tour inside the tartufo factory
and learn the different ways tartufo is kept and
reserved, the scent and its aphrodisiac properties

• PRIVATE ITALIAN /ENGLISH LESSONS
3 Private BootCamp language lessons

More info please call +39 3927155646 or email en@qualityliving.it
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References
and validation
Comune di Perugia
Giuseppe Lomurno
The Counselor for Economic Development, Tourism,
EU projects
Dr. Stefano Chiabolotti
Pubblica amministrazione
Silvio Cipriani
EU Projects & Tourism Management
Email: S.Cipriani@comune.perugia.it
Comune di Torgiano
Mr. Marcello Nasini
Mayor
Valeria Fanini
Director of Tourism, Territory promotion,
Event and Demonstration Planning and the Youth
Tel.: +39 366 6812326
Ms. Silvana Trinari
City Councelor of Transportation
assessorecultura@comune.torgiano.pg.it
Ms. Sylvie Béal
City councilor
assessorecultura@comune.torgiano.pg.it
Università per Stranieri di Perugia
Carmen Grigi (international relations office)
Ufficio Eramus & Mobilità Internazionale
Via Scortici, 2 - 06123 Perugia, Italy
Tel: +39 075 5746403
mob.int@unistrapg.it
Andrea Rossi
Information and Assistance Offices in Umbria
Piazza Matteotti, 18 - 06122 Perugia
Angeli
Informazioni e pratiche per studenti stranieri
Via XIV Settembre 93/95
Joan Migliori
Assistant Director for Community and International
Programs The Cuny/Italy Exchange Program
joanmigliori@yahoo.com
John D. Calandra
Italian American Institute, Queens College/Cuny

25West43rd Street, 17th Floor
New York, NY 10026
Tel: 917-747-4154
Dr Mariana Fernando
Director: International Studies
The City College of the City University of New York
160 Convent Avenue - New York, NY 10031
Lucian Pinckney
Associate Director for Client Services
The City College of the City University of New York
160 Convent Avenue - New York, NY 10031
David Paolini - Vittorio Rotella
Dept. of Foreign Langs. and Literatures
The City College - Community Voices Heard
170 East 116th street Suite 1E - New York, NY 10029
1212 860-6001 - www.cvhaction.org
Salvation and Deliverance
PASTOR KING
West 116th street - New York NY 10026

Via Alessi 28 / 06122 Perugia - Italy
Tel. +39 392 7155646
Fax +39 075 5717678
en@qualityliving.it
info@qualitylivingstudents.com
Facebook: Quality Living Students
Quality Living Student Magazine
Living in Perugia - Umbria - Italy
produced by:
Exodus Nicholas from New York City

Concept and Design
www.iktome.it - info@iktome.it
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